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ABSTRACT:

The first Egyptian research reactor, ET-RR-1 is tank type with light water as a

moderator, coolant and reflector. Its nominal power is 2MWt and the average thermal

neutron flux is 1 0 " n/cm^. sec"!. Its criticality was on the fall of 1961. The reactor

went through several modifications and updating and is still utilized for experimental

research.

A plan for decommissioning of ET-RR-1 reactor should include estimation of

radioactivity in structural materials. The inventory will help in assessing the radiological

consequences of decommissioning.

T\m paper presents a conservative calculation to estimate the activity of the

long lived isotopes which can be produced by neutron activation. The materials which

are present in significant quantities in the reactor structural materials are aluminum, cast

iron, graphite, ordinary and iron shot concrete. The radioactivity of each component is

dependent not only upon the major elements, but also on the concentration of the trace

elements. The main radioactive inventory are expected to be from ^ C o and ^ F e

which are present in aluminum as trace elements and in large quantities mother

construction materials.

INTRODUCTION:

The first Egyptian ;eactor ET-RR-1. has been commissioned in 1961, as a light

water tank type with nominal power 2 MWt and average thermal neutron flux

lO^n/cm^- sec"1. This reactor is near the end of its useful life. Therefore a plan is

required for its decommissioning.

The IAEA has developed a framework to classify and define the
decommissioning in three stages [1] :
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stage 1 Lock-up with surveillance

stage2 Conversion and restricted site release

stage3 Unrestricted site release

The final goal of the above framework'is to remove the radioactive arid hazardous

material, to eliminate the risk to human health and environment.

In any nuclear facility there arc two main sources of radioactive material, the

first one is radioactive materials generated in the nuclear process, e.g. fission products,

and the second is from neutron activated stationary material in and around surrounding

the reactor core [2].

This work aims to estimate the radioactive inventory which is caused only from

neutron induced activation of some stationary parts in the ET-RR-1 reactor. These

par. namely reactor core tank, reflector tank, shielding tank, cast iron, concrete

biological shielding and the graphite surrounding the thermal column,see fig.(l). Many

of the radionuclides present in the neutron activated structures of the reactor material

have high specific radioactivity levels, but because of their particular decay half-lives or

decay processes or both , do not contribute significantly to the radiation dose rate

during decommissioning . Other radionuclides have lower specific radioactivity levels

but produce large contributions to an external dose rale because they emit high energy

gamma rays [3].

The present calculation will consider the long lived activity of the above reactor

structural materials to decide the dismantling strategy and its management. Since, the

non occurrence of in- core accidents of the ET-RR-1 reactor, the fission product or

actinide contamination within the reactor components and biological shield have not

been taken into consideration. The radioactive inventory is calculated on the basis of

real reactor operation over the reactor life and until present date. The activity of the

long lived isotopes is also calculated at different periods of cooling time extended to 50

years. The quantity, dimensions and mass of the structure materials under study have

been obtained from reactor documents.

CALCULATION METHOD:

The main data required to calculate the inventories of neutron radionuclides are

the neutron flux distribution by energy group through (he material structure, material

composition of target material, exposure time and other nuclear data appropriate for

calculations.

The material used in the reactor components under study are aluminum, mild
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steel, concrete and graphite. The radioactivity of each component is dependent upon

the major elements in the components and also upon the concentration of trace

elements.

The two energy group neutron cross sections of the materials in the

homogenized fuel zone, and in the structures surrounding the reactor core are

calculated by using WIMSD4 code. Generation of the axial and radial neutron flux

distributions throughout the fuel zone and surrounding components, a two

dimensional multigroup diffusion code MUGDE-2 is used [4j. The duct effect as a

result of the volumes of the vertical and horizontal irradiation channels in the reactor

are taken into consideration during the neutron flux distribution calculation.

The radial and axial fast and thermal neutron flux distribution are presented in

fig. (2,3). These neutron flux values of each stracture material in the reactor is used in

the radionuclide inventories calculations of the material components. The axial flux

represents the fuel zone and there are other flux shapes for each region of the structure

material of the reactor.

RADIONUCLIDE INVENTORIES CALCULATION:

In the nuclear facility generating neutrons, the interaction of some of these

neutrons with the surrounding material causes activation of the material into different

isotopes. These isotopes are radioactive wish different half lives .The long lived

isotopes arc of significance for radiation effects and must be calculated to determine

waste material volume, radiological hazards and disposal activities for the

decommissioning study.

In general, the activity of the material can be calculated by the following

equation.,[2]

dnj /dt • : Sj 0 - \ j n{

where

n j is the number of atoms of isotope i

dt is the time period for calculation

£j is the macroscopic cross section for generation of nuclidc i

0 is the constant flux during time period dt

X\ is the decay constant for nuclide i
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The .utrvity of isotopes i at time after irradiation is given by

A; = l / k [ X Sjj I 0 n ( l - e -^ t^e -^ i^ ]
j "

where:

Aj is the activity of isotope i from patents, Ci

Sjj is the macroscopic cross section for generation of nuclide i from parent

isotope j

0 n is the coa«*,Hnt flux during time period n •

k 3.7 x 101 0 disintegrations per second per curie

tn length of irradiation time period n

t n length of post irradiation time period n.

The activity of some long lived isotopes like ^ F e , 60(^o } 5 9 ^ } 63^1 }

151gm) 152gU) a n ( j 154gu a r e calculated and used to estimate the global

activity of the structural materials of the ET-RR-1 reactor after cooling time up to 50

year.

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS:

The ET-RR-1 reactor have no reference specimen to estimate the activity of the

different radioactive isotopes included in its material structures by measurements . So,

this estimation is depend only on the theoretical calculation of the interest isotopes

which compose the structure material of the reactor.

For the Aluminum tanks, the main trace elements which contribute to the tanks

activity are 55Fe, 56Mn, 59Ni, 63Ni, 6 0Co and ^Zn . After 50 year cooling time, the

calculation shows, that these tanks have a small amount of activity which is dominated

by 60Co activity. The radionuclides in Al-tanks presented in fig. (4) through 50 year

cooling time. The -%',, 56]vlh, 5 9 ^ ^Ki and ^ C o radionuclides are responsible

for cast iron activity. Fig.(5) shows the activity decay of these elements .Also the

radionuclides 6^Co a n (j 6 3 ^ have a significant contribution in the remaining activity.

Radioactive inventory of the elements composing the concrete biological shield are

calculated and presented in fig.(6). This calculation, includes 20 cm of concrete which

is in the vicinity of the biological shield which indicates that small quantities of

radionuclides are present in the concrete e.g. ^ F e , 6 0 ^ 1 5 1 g m ,152j;u and 154j?u

which are causes a low level radioactivity in the concrete. The activities of the long
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lived radionuclides exist in the graphite surrounding the thermal column are calculated.

Fig.(7) represents these activities with the above cooling time. It is clear that, the

graphite has low level activity and the trace element isotopes in it have insignificant

effect.

CONCLUSIONS:

The decommissioning study of reactor needs a best estimate of the radioactive

inventory in the structure material of the reactor. It has been assumed that a material

is radioactive if its activity exceeds a 3.7 x 10^ Bq. t~* [5J. The conservative

calculations show that the activity of the structure material of the ET-RR-1 under

studj' have low activity after 50 year of reactor shut-down.. The long half lives

isotopes of the trace elements composition of these materials are important in activity

estimation and must be taken into consideration. The intermittent of the reactor

operation and low reactor power play a big role in the limited activity of the structural

material of the ET-RR-1 reactor.
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